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A b s t r a c t

We consider the spectrum problem in the Coulomb potential

distorted at small distances 1 <> y
o
 . The presence of small para-

meter ô 1'OLg makes it possiole to develop an analitical theory

of level shits, see eqe.O)» (u). By us.̂ ng these equations we

are able to describe tl)p reconstruction of the atomic spectrum

(as it was discussed in Refs. [1, z\ ) in model independent way.

As an application of this approach nuclear shifts of 5 - levels

in pp and I. b atoms are calculated. In the case of £ p -

atom these results combined with experimental data can give

useful information on 2N - amplitudes and help to underatunet

the nature of the M. = 2129 tieV enhancement in the maso spectrum

of Л/> - system. The probabilitien of radiative transitions from

p- states to the shifted 3 - states in hadronic atom are also

given. Analitical properties of the basic eq.(1) in the presence

of absorbtion are investigated. It ia shown that the reconst-

ruction of atomic levels switched to oscillation regime when

ab£i'4-ption increases. We discuss the limit'i of applicability cf

the perturbation theory in terms of the scattering length j3 ~

6 ] for different values of absorbtion. An exactly solvable

model, Coulomb plus Yamaguchi potential, Is considered. This

model illustrates the dependence of reconstruction on parameter

Ъ/cig and shows that the basic eqs. (1) and (6) axe applicable

up to Y
o
 -*- Oft

Институт теоротическ"й и экс-п'ч'имритат.ной физики, I Я HI*



I. I n t r o d u c t i o n

Recently the systems bound by the Coulomb potential distorted

at small distances have attracted considerable attention. la eaae

of the Coulomb attraction the reconstruction of atomic spectrum

(1, 2] can take place in such system?. In tfcJa case the atomic

spectrum differs significantly from the pure Coulomb spectrum,

Erf - ~ t?/2n
2
 . There is evidence for the level shift of

/3 - state is large in the pfi'- atom*':

,
3
 Г

п
 ?Ь 300 eV.

In this case the situation with />/>- atom is very close to reoon-

: struct ion case

In the atomic physics of rare-earth elements numerical calcu-

lations [ Ю] show the collapse of ^/ - electron wave function

with Z varying near 2Г " 56. That la characteristic for the re-

construction of the atomic spectrum with nonzero angular momentum

, (see review [ 1iJ, and also Sec.5 in ref./i4aj).

In this article we consider such Coulomb systems for which

strong interaction effects at small distances % "*• t
o
 « OL

e
 nay

Ъе essential. To describe these systems it is necessary to use

the equation» connecting the atomic spectrum with a scattering

„и;
 M

(CV .

length Uf and an effective radius Z ̂
 ш

*' See Ref.JeJ. It is worth mentioning that up to now this i«sult

has not confirmed by other experiments
c
 So one has to consider

this value of &Ё
t
* as a. preliminary one. Later on we will uee

this AE,. as an illustration of the general theory and also

because of a very interesting physical consequence from such

( velue of Д<£/5 - the existence of loosely bound nuclear
j state Qb .•
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> г

Неге Д - / л - is imaginary momentum, energy E - -X /2 »

£ —2^, Z, , f(2)^r'(?)/f'(?) iB logarithmic derivative of

the gamma-function. The values Ct'f*' / nuclear-Coulomb scatter-

ing length.) and X . сев be connected with low energy parameters

of strong interaction OL „ and 2 ^ , see Ref. [12]. In case

of l • 0 this equation was obtained by Фгаетап f4j» see also

Bef.[9bJ. It «as generalized to ( 4 0 in Refs. (i4a, 16J-

, The plan of the article is the following. In Sec.2 we give
i

a short review of the results based on eq.(1) for protoa-antipro-

ton atoa. These results were obtained in our previous papers

(9, 12-15J. In Sec.3 we gir* «etiaaiwe for level shifts and width*

of 3 - levels in ~S~p - atom. It is shown that the experimental

determination of these data can provide useful information on

the position nearest to <2*/V threshold pole шли. so to understand

the nature of enhanceaent in Лр~ system with mass /V« 2129 Mev.

In Sec.4 atonic spectrum properties if absorbtion takes place

are considered ana motion of 3 - level in complex plane V
7
 $/\

is invarstigated. In Sec.5 the range of validity of the perturba-

tion theory in tens of the scattering length [3] is examined,

the reconstruction of the atomic spectrum in exactly solvable

model, XwMguchi strong potential plus Coulomb, is considered

in Sec.6. In Sec.7 the dependence of the reconstruction width

! on {. and 7cL ±
B
 discussed. In the Appendix A the list of

i

• fornulae la given to calculate parameters of basic eq.(6). The

validity of approximate solution of eq.(6) for nuclear level
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ia discussed la Appendix B.

1л Ш я article «e use atoaic units Л • fn, » P» 1,

ГП - m^ frc,/fyrJi/jLB the reduced maaa of system, £=-f - ?
In these unite the Bohr radius is <Xe~/$/ and the QovHomb

la £c - l$l& /OLQ =• £
z, for exaeple, £ • 1 for proton-entiproton

and other hadronic atoea (see table 1) and ^ » -1 for pp -

scattering.

The knowledge of shifts Л E
n
^ «ad widths f^i of hadronic

atom levels gives useful information about strong interaction

amplitudes. Usually Deser's et al. fozsula f3J is used to

extract strong scattering length from atonic data* It connects

& EftS with scattering length <Z in strung potential Ц :

It «as generalized for states «1th arbitrary angular moaantua

in Befs. [5, б] , see also [ 7] :

( 2 f )

farther on «e «ill call eqs. (2), (2*> as perturbation theory

formulae in terms of the scattering length*

When obtaining (2) one usually supposes that inequality

/а
з
/<< <2/3 i« fttllfilled. Saaliy the region oat applicability

of eq,(2) is defined by а ноге strict inequality [$]:

1
j Here 7C ±m the Couloab radiuii of^a bound stateг



see also eq.(A7) la Appendix A, jf
o
(t}ia the wave function of the

instant of the aunt erf the 3 - level 1л the potential Ц . We

« H I also recall the definition of the effective radius X. :

5 tf) (5)
(see Refe. [19] and [ » ] , p.590). Xhe ratio *c/t

s
 weakly depends

an the potential shape. Por potentials usually used in nuclear

physics* ?c A$ * 0.4. If one takes into account the repulsive

core and proton fozsfactor» it increases approximately to 0.5

fuj.
She nunerical oalculation with OBEP potential for /j^-ayatem

gives Z^ 2 • 3 Ль» 2^*Ы«2 • 1.5 fa. Tbe values of 1$ , *t
c

etc. at the instant of the onset of the fl5 - level ( П - 1, 2)

in the OBBP potential are listed in fable 2 taken free Ref.fi4a];

S • 0, 1 is total spin.As in / ^ / ^ J > 1 , the range of validity

of the perturbation theory formula (2) seems to be rather

narrow ' and it is necessary to use exact equations (1) and (6).

She presence of the email parameter ts/o^ ia tbis problem

allows one to develop the analytical theory of nuclear level

shifts, not supposing that the shift is small. In this theory

the reconstruction of atomic spectrum, obtained earlier by

Zel*dovich fij and Kudryavteev et al. [z] (see also Badalian

et al* (21]) is described in a model-independent way. For this

purpose it is neoeaeary to uee ее,. (1). It can be obtained by

analytical continuation**^ of the effective radius expansion

' Look at eq. (3). This question is considered in details
Is Sec. 5.

**) Per further detail»» see Bsfs.
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[22-24j into the region of descrete spectrum:

To calculate a strong ssattering length (2$ from tfce shift and

the width of any known atomic 5 - level, it is worth using

equation [9» 1

where &
Q
m 1/2, C

o
 * %C+&г t • 1.848, C - 0.5772... ie

Suler's constant. We put here £ * 1 and take only the first

terme in powers ot the small parameters ^з/п* and
 X
i/Q

a
 . the

coefficients °£ , Cj dapend on the form of V5 , see Table 1

in Ref. fUa]. If the potential Ц is local, then all these

parameters can be calculated through the wave function

(see Appendix A).

ч numerical calculations of these parameters for the

system are given in Table 2» The calculations were made with

the "realistic" G08EP potential ("25J cut at Ь Y
K

This cutting reflects the effect of core in nuclear forces. This

variant of cutting was already used in calculations [26J.

As it is known OBEP potential for Л/V- sy3tem is deeper

than for NN . So the nuclear level with low binding energy in

A//V- potential*^ is rather 2$ - level than ^J , unlike the

deuteron case. That is why in Table 2 we give the list ot para-

meters for the first and the second б - levels of pf> - system,

and also tor two possible values of the total spin D • 0 or 1.

' Svidence for the possible existence of this level comes from

experimental results of Baskenstoss «t al. [&]*
 ee
*

 o u r

paper [ 9a].
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Using eq.(1) and talcing into account to* experimental raloee

[в] of shift and width of the 1$ - level, it is possible to cal-

culate the energies of all the other 5 - levels. ВЬек the shift

A^jia large and positive than again eq. (1) yields energy and

width for the qoasinaolear level Qi , which disturbes the

Coulomb spectrum* Che results of the calculations with ebove

mentioned parameters t^ , ?
c
 etc. are given in Table 3 for

two different values of ^5 - level shift: Л^
5
* 3.04 ЖеУ and

4
^/5 * 2.10 KMT. These numericals were aentioaed ia [в] as

the possible solutions for л£,.

I la fable 3 we give the results for both triplet and singlet

states because in Bef« 8 the spin of that shifted i5- level

was not determined. He take the width of 1b atonic state equal

to 300 в? which is the upper experimental limit for Г^ . ?rom

Sable 3 it follows that the shift and the width if atonic 25 -

' level practically do not depend on the values of
 J
t

i
 , t

c
 «t^.

So tbe values of Л E
2
5

 ar
'^ ^ 5

 ex9
 predicted with high accuracy

from А Ед • Жаше1у the ваш» happens wi^h other ftS - levels»

fit 2.

On the other hard the position ot the 0.5 - level is «ore

sensitive to the values ot parameters of the strong potential

Ц . levertheleas for all the sets of parameters Z
i
 , Z

c
 etc.

given In Sable 2 the binding energy of the Я5 level changes

in region 1 • 2 MeV for ^ £ / 5 « 3 Kev. This Qs level is situated

deeper for 4£yj % 2 Kev and depends on Z, more vigorously.

So its position is calculated with a greater uncertainty from

We will present now the scattering lengths Uc5 and a5

tor the />/> - system. Sq.(1} yields Uci with a very high
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praciaiaa., aw Sable 4. 2ft flat tb» «затес 1Й «he valse of

la мавЬ. greater: А Ц ^ - ±&иэ/*а»1 i* аякШу tet to

tal *rror ±0.06 Iir otf tbe ae±rt й £ , fa?. Ям рш»1у шо1ааг

scattering length (2 ̂  ie calculated with « «r»»t*r naoertaintj,

•iao« «q.(6) coatalne t c • K>t« that tba pvrtwbetloA-thaory

•qu»tloB (2) yield» (at «te гаи shifty л ̂  • 3.04 Ж*?) » T*1U»
a3 ' 3*6 /i^idtleh ia b*3X th* m l т»1в». So we tmAtretaai the

aeceeelty to uao th* «xaet «q».(t) «ad (6} «t»n «rtr»ctiac

scmtterinc lonfftks*

the Tain» fl5 d*flx»e th» «laurtlc cro# «eotioa <5p/ «nd

«anlbllation erosa Mtetlon <2̂  for A/A/ - eyetam at saxo entrgy

A m t^ 1» the xvlatlve **loeity. Being ХаЫ» 4, «e obtain for

both Tariants of th* /5 • level aMfts

1) Д ^ / $ - 3.04 Ж*т« ^ « T t 8 Ъ, ЛГв - 40 • 50 ab

2) A ^ j - 2.10 Х*Т} < ^ • 1.9*2.0 Ъ, Z& » 20 • 25 *b

lota that thaaa та!п*а belong to a certain spin state of th* Aff/

•yetem. Che Couloab i&terastion i s supposed to be awiobW off.

For a f£f»£c the Gaaleeib interaction between p and

Б becomes unessential. In thia l lalt *qs.(1) and (6) are

tranafortned to the «ellknomt equation for the ahort-rang* poten-

tial, , .

ase «4.(131.9) in Ref.(2l]. 1л the region t

•a..(6) пае a simple approximate .solution for the nuclear lerel
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This solutior describee qualitatively the oulomb interaction

effect on tbe nuclear level: «ben £ У 0 (the cose of the Coulomb

attraction) its binding energy £ = ̂ /2 increases, and when §< 0,

£ decreases, for £ ?Z 1 Нет eq.(7) has rather high precision,

see Appendix B. So one can use this solution to estimate the

position of the nuclear level and also as an input in numerical

calculetions with eq.(6).

Up till now the results of calculations mentioned above were

made in one channel approximation with the strong QBE potential.

But in the bB - atom there exists another fttl channel, ita

threshold energy & - $.(t<<
fl
~/n.A=

i
 2.59 Hev being comparable

with the binding energy of the &?3 state. The necessity of the

inclusion of the second liti channel in the bb atom dynamic^

was pointed out in the Hef. [27/ • Generalizing Bethe method [23]

for the two-channel case one easily obtains an equation for the

spectrum of the hadronlc atom ( v - 0). It looks now like eq.(1)

but parameter ?
C
5

 i s
 setting the function of л „As is shown

in Ref.[13J with the exception of the unbelievable ease when

the ftfi bound state occurs in the region of the />/> atonic spect-
.2

rum, one may neglect the dependence of Z
c
$ on A . Then

where ,O
J
 is the channels coupling parameter and

"~Al£t'iA m 4.0 fm. The value p2 gives the relative probability

of find-Ing the pfi - system in the lift state at short distances,

J I % t0. For a rough estimate of p otaa may use a formula
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•here а
г
 ±м thm /VVV scattering length of isospin / • It is

not difficult to obtain this forsnia If we neglect the Coulomb

interestioa in the region f ^^5з/« И » total croee eectlon»

in this approxlaation are

taking Into consideration eq.(8) we see that the equation

for the atoDle spectrum really coincide* «1th the one-channel

eq«(1). Just the ease picture can be observed in aanyehamel

ease, eee eq.(4.123) In Hef. [4б]. Xhe only difference from the

! one-channel ease Is in the following? with increasing channels

coupling Or tlrt effective radine f
c 3
 deoreasee and la even

getting negative« She dependence of the energy and the width

of 0.5 level on the value of X
c
* > ** follows from eq.(1),

(
 is shown in flg.if. It is interesting to note that if the channels

coupling increases с the value of 7 ^ decreases and the Ql

level Ьезоквв more shallow, for physically reasonable values of

£3 and О the M«fliT>g energy £л
ч

т
 4 * 2 Мет in accordance

with the predictions of Ref»f9a^. Xhe points ia Pi«-1 жтхк the

values of £^s «Sfl CQ$ obtained earlier in the oEW-cfeannel

approximation (лее 3*hle 3, /y^ «0*3 Kev)«

As for «be ehifta of the Couloab «3-levels
 7
 /1^2, they

depend weakly on the value of the t
C
y sad are alnost entirely

determined by the shift of the /5 - level, see Tig.2* Slight

1 uncertainty in the value of Xcs i* uuipotrtant here sad so we

i can get atomic shifts and width, putting in eq.<1) *c5 " °»

It la worth mentioning that the position* of 5 levels

do not depend on the width F
/5
 , if this value is sufficiently
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saall (see corresponding carves in FigsH and 2 and also two last

columns in Table 3). One aey prove that й £м (Г)~ fa-fa /*/+•••»

when Г/3 ~—0« On the other hand with a high precision the widths

/до and Гп 3 seen to be proportional to the /yS .

As i t was already said, i f the Ys-level shift i s large and

positive ( A £̂ .,— 2 * 3 KeV), in the pp- system there exists a

nuclear Q$ level with a binding energy at few lleV. The measure-

ment of *Y~ spectrum from the transition Л/6-^^5 giv«e a suitable

test of the existence of the j£?5 level.

И» probabilities of the radiative transitions /tfi — У5/

were calculated in Hefs.[9b, 13J. Here i/ = ̂ /J =(£с/£б) i e the

"principal quantoa manber" (in general not integer) . The calcu-

lation wee dee» for an arbitrary shift oJ the У 5 - level. Since

the region of the restructuring of the atomic spectrum for levels

with /-• 1 i s mich narrower than for € » 0, see eq.O2), the

shift of the p - level» was neglected, the wave function of

/V5> state i s defined almost completely by the Coulomb field

in the liodt £<^# . In zero-range approximation for nuclear

forces we have

y

where Wy^ M ±9 vhlttaker^ function and С i s defined by the

nonaallsation conditionf

n * , * . л \ ж - • — Лт-*.***, _ . — / . ' »v/

«tth these expressions the probability of El nf>—V5 transition

can be obtained in analytical form. For instance in the ease of

П . 2.

} In tlM pp - atoo ^ - 1, >/ - 1.148 sad 1*096 fortify,. 3.04
1ST and 2.10 K*v; V* 0.1 for 05 level.
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where

4Ц, « t.47»TO
13
 sec*** - O.967MC"*

2
 •?). If V « t the 5 - le*»l

is uushifted. la this cae* «4.(11) takes tb» form of

in agreement with the неШодога expression £26J for ti» hydrogen-

-like ateou It foll«ra from (It) that tbe probatollitieB of the

dipole transitiona from che /̂& level to the /5 sad <?5 levels

are соифвгаЫв * . !ПштвХоге the existence o£ a qoasinucl^ar level

#5 can be verified by a direct experiment; «в mast eeereh i s the

gamma-ray spectrum a lia* with energy -v T • 2 KeV having approxi-

mately th» earn» iate»sity as for the fy>-~/3 transition already

observed in Bat»[&J»

Й» probabilities t&(t*j*~*3) » Л > 2, © < V</r, are calcu-

lated analogously. It i s also possible to find the corrections

*' ТЫа follows also from a simple qualitative estlisat.e obtained

The coefficients С
л
 smpothlyVon fb , vary ins from 0.234 up

to 0.147 for Л—a» . Talcing for the/»/»- stos» H^^t/JO and

J
3
 ^.1» we. geti /!.*1 for V4s 0.1 • 0.2. This estimate Is in

| full agraonant with the numerical calculations, see Fig. 4

1л Eef
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arising from the finite nuclear radius fob 1 and from the p p

and lltl channels coupling [13]. These corrections prove to be

negligibly small in the atonic spectrum region, V ^ 1. then the

binding energy of the 5 - level increases, the role of these

corrections is also growing, and in the region t^« V<sc 1 we

have:

( 1 2 )i. x 7

where && - 1. For the £>p - atom (2&) >Z^ . That is why the

finite strong interaction radius increases the probability of

transition and the coupling of channels decreases it. Por V ^ O . 1

i.e. £"=('j?v>2) ~1 MeV» i^ channels coupling parameter /Э varies

from 0 to 2, the probabilities of 2р-~0.*> transition decreases

2.5 times, see Pig.3 in ref. [13].

The interesting fact is that in the interval 0<\f<tl the

dependence of W(t<.f>~Vi) on the binding energy £ is not mono-

tonic but hasffc-i}maxima and ( /1-2 ) zeros. As a result, a sort

of dynamical suppressions are imposed on the dipole transitions

tL{3~V*> at certain (non-integer) values of the parameter \f ,

i.e. at ceitain positions of the 3 - level. See in more details

Sec.6 in Ref.[9b/. In the case of highly excited p - levels

the probabilities of transition л
/* ~V$ decrease co/i"?

Let ue now discuss the question of the effective size of the

ftp m atom. If the conditions ?
я
« Л , a

s
 are satisfied, the

average radius can be calculated in an analytical form:
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The Coulomb force in the outer region -f > £5 is taken into

account is £a and d± » Оме» function* are calculated

is Ref.[9oj, we give them bare for two limiting eaeea. In tfc?

atomic energy region, V » 1

and

At the integer points У =» /? = i, 2, ... the ralue < ? > does

not depend on t^ , < : * > » 1.5 a
s
 (aee (20], p. 150). In the

opposite case v — 0, <f»^- the functions J'
K
 approach unity:

, and we get from (13) & w fonmila

which is achieved for short-ranee potential at At
5
 « 1 . She

results of the calculation of < Z > for Qi - level are яЬоаа

in Pig.3. It is seen that < t > exceeds 7 , noteceably. therefore

the 0.6 - state is analogous to a deuteron: p and p spend

a great amount of time outside the effective radius of the nuclear

forces.

3. 2P т atom and nature of у У ж 2i<fl? MeV

enhancement in ^P - gyatea

Let us use eqs«(1) and (6} for Z'/У ~ atom (preliminary

results of this Section «ere already published in B*£* (i6)|.The

?A/ - scattering length is



u
af ie•here QL~

T
 is ZN scattering length for spin 5" , isoepin I

and angular amentum / » 0. She valuea of these amplitudes were

obtained using de Swart«s fit [29). This fit for the ZN and Л Л /

dafta щам done with one boson exchange potential (OBEP), see

H*f. f3b] and the next Tables

The scattering lengths

1/2

3/2

1

-3»0-1.8?

0.62

0

0.59-0.08/

-3-84

Рог $ - Л the amplitude C2L dominates, but it is not

known properly. Usually one obtaines (Xy
2
 froo> the data on

inrariant mass in the reaction К ct-~£~Ap . In this mass

spectrum ( 1 = 1/2) just near £A/ threshold there exists a

very sharp peak with invariant mass M * 2129 KeV, see e.g.

Refs. /30-32]. The interpretation of this peak [31-ЭВ] is the

following: that is a casp strengthened by the large value of УЫ-

amplitude. The analisys of this reaction gives rather a reliable

value of i(ll QLy , but the definition of Re €L</z troa these

data is very uncertain. In fits, made by different authors (29,

32, 34-36j • Rg GL*. has even a different sign, see Table 5. If

Rg QL < O » in the 2"/V system there exists a virtual level.

For Re <L<z> °» ^ Ьв,
ув
 * feel 2~/V bound state, its width

beting connected with the decay through the Ap - channel. This

level is sometimes interpreted as a dibarion resonance [39J>

So the different fits of experimental data give different

reeulte for tb» value of CL
1y
 , and particularly for Re <X

 y/
 .

is why we can not determine position of YN - amplitude



pole nearest t o l \ thswabold. шгирюНу. 1» « i l l show that the

neasnxemest in a unique way of sMfta «act width» of 6 - lerala

of the 2 p atom caa give на additional useful iaf conation on the

amplitude п^(ЖА/) . «g^ results of the calculations of tie

energy of the «round atate of tbe <£"£> aton are jirea in

Table 5

- - | ^ — H . 0 Кет)

for апв characteristic ТЖ1Р*Я of Л*# • Я» •alne* (t^(^'f>)
«
 i

 л i

were calculated with *q.(i6) and the Tslxne ^Z«^ »ae SQppoaed. to

be equal to 0.62 fin, in accordance with Befs. (29. 29bj. The eepli-

tode Ui/ being assail, its exact valna is not essential. Tbe next

step was to solve eq.(6) in which the following paras»ters ware

used : Uл ш 3 fa, t
c
 • 1.5 £>Ц /̂  * 1.056 and C^ * 0.842.

Let v* now discuss the results.

1. for all the таДлеа of U* the shift of the /5 - lerel

( JS - 1} is not soall. Shat is why it is possible to eeaeare this

shift experinsntally. It*« worth noticing that signs

are the sane, so the measoreaent of the shift and the

width of /5 - lerel would <iv* an opportunity to mate the choice

of the true value of a^ZM) .

2. As m i l as for the />/» atosw in case of the 2"^-atom

hyperflne splitting of 5~l**els with S = 0 end £ « 1 can

take place. According to fiefs*f29. 29bJ in the «inglet £ Ct

ssplitude the scattering length & З А dominates» She results of

calculations for S
 m
 0 are girea in the oottom llae ei Cable 5.

*' The ratio t
c
 /t$ • 0.5 is close to the ones obtained for

the pp - system, ftraerieele of coefficients £t and
correspond to Xukawa potential [ J
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The value JT(l CL
t/
 is тагу email and it gives rather

smull value of /7
5
 too. Thin value of /^* Is connected with

the branching 2"Jb—A/L only. So this value sorely is not the

total width of the singlet "/5-level. She total /^ ie mainly

connected with the branching 5~p-^I°U . Shis decay mode takes

place with isoepin violation decay through the difference between

2" f> and T°ti messes. A si&ple eatiaate gives the following:

2.2 Kev

-1.8

Share is a certain distinction between triplet and singlet

states: the triplet i3£ level decays through the An. channel

irtLth the energy disintegration Q = 80*5 Мет. Zhe sunglet

level decays through the Z°M channel with Q • 3*6 MeV.

3. Nurocricale, given in ТьЫе 5, were obtained for Yukawa

potential with 1^ « 3jm» t^ • 1.5^m. How we shall discuss

how the results of calculations depend on the strong potential

model. In our approach a strong potential manifests itself

through parameters X^ , t
c
 , dy and C^ in eq.(6). The

•ubstitution of Yukawa potential by a square well give the

following values of parameters: i
t
 я 0.757, C^ • 1.634. As a

result the shift and the width of atomic /5 - level changes by

a few percente only for the same value^of (Z^ (compare the lines

I aad II is Sable 6). Zhe changes of &£/s and / ^ under varia-

tion* of the effective radius t5 are illustrated by the lines
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II - 17. Hotice that the value aA m (3.3-1.6 * )yfeis acre pre-

ferable, according to Dalltz (34J.

ka is seen from Sable 6, the «latent uncertainty ia £ / V po-

tentials doe» not allow to calculate shift and width of the S"o-

atom levels with an accuracy greater tana 10 • 20*. But this

uncertainty seem* to be uniaportaat today» becauee we bare rather

a greater degree of uncertainty for values of amplitudes (Xt, ,

given by different authors.

4. As in the case of the f>p - atom, eq«(6) determine» the

energy the nuclear level, which in fact causes the shift of the

Coulomb levels. She point la that its energy E- B^-c^g depends

j strongly on the unknown value of Tj . As an exaapla for &,.&*?*

=» (3.3- г 1.6) fa we get: £ » (-3.4-6.0 i ) lev for ?5 « 3 ?,

£ ш (A-.l~7.Bi ) HeT for t
s
 » 1 fm. In аове variants of <2^

the pole, which coxreaponds to the nuclear level, ie situated on

an unphyeical energy afaeet. So for OL ' • (-2.6-1.9 i ) fa
У2

and £ s я 3.0 fa we get £ « (-3.4+3.1 i ) Me?.
5. Tnus the experimental аеаашсвяиш* о£ shift and. width

°f 15 - level allows one to calculate the energies of others

ft 3 ~ levels and the scattering 1 engtha (Z^^ тал. &s by using

eqe.d) and (6). In the triplet case it would allow to determine

the value of aa^litude (Х~ (&*) and hence to understand the

nature of the ennanceeent 2129 MeV in tbe AZ>- system.

4, n*v%ft 'DropertdLos of equation i. 1 i ̂  w the BQcesj

of abaorbtion

i Equations O ) and (6) reaain valid also fox а

!

I scattering length, which reflect* the existence of opes,

in the ргоЫев, e.g, the annihilation processes /J/>-'Л X ,

levelsi% » 2, 3, c - for the bb- a^oa. In this



not only shifted bat еле also broadened beoausv of a strong

interaction at email distances.

TTI -ЬЫ p Section «e ff^w?"1 consider **— case of tlie CSoulanb

attraction only» putting £ * 1» Й • / & « < ? • 1» bev*l« notion

on the complex plant of variable V * */£- = C~P€) fme Bta&imd

earlier ( i4aj. In t^iat paper lines of constant real and imaginary

parts of tbe function (3Lrs(v)t de£Laed by eq»(i), «ere (Ixinm.

It «as «почт that If tat absozbtlon i s not large ttea tbe я«жг~

rangMBTnt of the atonic spectra» teJosc plaoe. In tat oppscite

ease &f strong absorbtion tia» atomic levels oscil late in eonplaz

V-plane eroonfl «lie integer xmdistorted values ef V <» 1, 2,

.... , the real part of tbe strong potential Tarying. fist transi-

tion froa the rearraneeawnt ragiae to the oscillation regir»

proceeds under the condition

at the instant of the onset ot the bound state.

Continuing these calculations-» «e have СЛТШ̂ ЛИЕГУЙ sore

fully the properties of eq.(1) out the eonplex у - plane in

more details. It appears more suitable to dra» level curves of

the function [(^cS(^)] than of CL^iv) , because at the

instant of the onset of the bound state the value of

changes smoothly:

аС5 / 2 , ± 9~$c , c*2 * const

«bere ^c<? #e(-\i) •

The results of the calculations are given in ?igs.4—1>

С t m 0). One may see saddle points 5£ » 5̂ > > . . . of the

function i/CLtffrk The periodicity of the whole picture in the

atomic region, /й? y ^ 1 , i s also seen distinctly.

Pig.4 gives a descriptive picture of levels motion as a
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function of the gradually growing Q, • lor the r»al <2
C5
 the

dependence of '/&<* on в is shown in Fig.7» Еве pole corres-

ponding to a bound state of the S ~ Matrix» is wring in this

case to the left, still staying on the real axia. If absorbtion

is small, tbe pole trajectory displaces to tbe loner part of I/

plane, Jm V < 0» still ita fore ia not beeing changed dras-

tically. As for examples» look at tbe curve* is Pie-4 provided

Jrri(^£ \~2Я -̂  -°«5. Poles notion* aartod by arroaa, eor-

responda to a growth of Q .

She farther ха-сгваа» of abaorotioxL, i.e. the (rowta of

Jm, (QA/OCJ* leads to a qualitative transonitatian of the pic-

• tuxe. ?or *
}
 Утп (<!&&„)-$ , ^-/1-0.058 = 6.277

trajectories of poles, situated at small Q near у • 1 and

V * 2, intersect, Behind tnia intersection point one of those

poles ccnaes back to point V « 1, another foea to V • 0,

i.e. leaves the Gouloob region, becoming a nuclear level. For

7m(U
a
/u

cS
)> $ the trajectory of pole, appearing from V » 1,

is closed, i.e. the regie» of .restructuring ie changed by oscil-

lation regime round the unpertubed pole position V " 1 * ТЫл

picture seems to be particularly descriptive in energy £ - plane»

see Fig.5.

She pales, intersecting at «settle poist ^betew* «tmurnXwrn

analoeottaly. If \< Jm (VOcsH^i thea **" 1 # л 1 в / 5
 *

2S
*

... , US move in the regime of oscillation, although «he levels

••- as*» still is tbe rearrangeaent

(Che level curves, going through the points. $„ ,

regions of theses two regies.

It is convenient to characterise a magnitude of aesorbtion

*) /iflfl/dg^^ corresponds to the saddle point
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in a hedroaic atom by the dinentioalaac variable

(18)

ЗшИ1+ points ^? correspond to £ " £
л
 » each of them ie

vary close to the unit by magnitude:

£
л
 • 0.991. €ge0*997, £ y« 0.999, ... (19)

£ — 1 for /£•*-«» • We nay conclude that the intermediate region

froa the rearrangeaent regime to oscillations is vary narrow

in case / « 0: (*-£/ )'c *%• Practically we understand that in

a h&dronic atom either rearrangaaent or oscillation regiae takes

place. Ihi probability of entering the intermediate region where

there exists the above mentioned "thin structure" is very small.

Considering absorbtion we give nuclear level trajectories

in Pig.6 Curves of avail absorbtion ( £.< 1) arise from the

atoBic spectrum, compare the curves in Pig.5 and Pig.6 with

Утп(а
в
/а

С5
)-£х » -1 and -0.5. On the other hand, if absorb-

tion is larger then the critical one, £" > 1, the nuclear level

cones to the physical region of £ through the unitarity cut,

0<£<°°. See, e.g. the curve with У/п (&б/&с*) = 2* + f

in Pig.6.

So for £ < 1 the nuclear level J&& arises from the Coulomb

level (as in the case of the pp - atom). If £ > 1, it cooes from

a virtual nuclear level on the second sheet of energy plane.

All these results were obtained by using the basic equation

(1) with 4Ci s 0. It is worth noticing that the curves given in

Pig.4-6, practically do not depend on tcs in the region /v/>/ ts •

Por instance, in Sable 7 we give the positions of the first

saddle point Sf on complex plane V « There we also give the

magnitudes of &(&e/aC9) and £ for this saddle point «£,.
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И м ratio ?ct/a
e
 being changed by iiOSt, the value of V

±

varies by £o.3% only. Рог more details we refer to Hef. |_15],

where analitical properties of eq.(1) and trajectories of poles

of S - matrix for the case £ < 0, i.e. for the Coulomb repulsion

are also given (see Ref.f40j, too).

In the pt> - atom parameter <£ is small, £ » 0.14 and

0.28 for A £ 3 3.04 Kev and 2.1 Kev, corretipondingly. So in the

- atom the restructuring of atomic spectrum can take place.

On the contrary> for the £~p - atom £ > 1 , i.e. the oscilla-

tion regime is realized. As a visible consequence we obtain from

this fact the absence of large shifts of /5 - level, of the order

of the distance between %5 and ^5 Coulomb's levels, ̂ -f//J -

« 10.5 KeV.

Let us discuss now the connection of the above results with

the ones obtained by other authors* She restructuring of the

atonic spectrum in the Coulomb system, distorted at email distan-

ces, was first considered by Zel'dovich [1^. The strong potential

was real in his consideration* Levels motion in the oscillation

regime (the case of strong abaorbtion) was examined in Ref3. {41

- 43J . Sometimes these two kinds of levels motion are called

Zel*dovich'3 aa I Krell's phenomena in literature.^-)

Ihe transition, from the oscillation to the rearrangement

regime was first investigated for a rather simple two levels

model by Markuahin [44]. Кок [45] дал considered an exactly

solvable model: Coulomb plus a separable Yamaguchi potential with

a complex coupling. By this example the "thin structure" of a

intermediate region was exposed* In particular in [45] the

*) Tor example | » 2.9 and | - 1.4 for variant» Ж81, 4

in fable 5. ЧВт only exception ia the variant Ж29 in fable 5

for which £ - 0.6 < 1.
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saddle points for poles trajectories «ere found in a eomplex к

plane, k~i\ * I& B*f.(35] the transition from rearrangement to

oscillation was conaiderftu for a wide aet of systems., that can be

characterized by the following common property: it Is poesib?*

to deride Its potential into two parts - a long range part «ad a

abort range part* She circumstantial description of these phene-

aeaa is also given ia review f^4&]. In the end the rearrangement

phenomenon in ease of resonances is studied in Ref.(47 J.

Our consideration differs from that of Bef. [45] mainly la

the following. we study the analytical properties of eq.(1),

which is not connected to any particular model of a strong inter-

action and is Talid for en arbitrary strung potential Ц under

the condition

5. ghe applicability of the perturbation theory

As was noted earlier [9}, the perturbation-theory eq.(2)

yields value &
5
 with a great error ( ~ 100% at the shift

д £ % 3 KeT for the J>j> - atoa). In this Section we shall con-

eider the region of the applicability of eq«(2) store thoroughly.

We т М Л also propose a aore adequate nodification of the pertur-

bation theory*

Assuming V^U+AV^ , we have for

f«- »/ ~ (А У
я
 j*

I Bwar la anaf that лУ
п
 differs by aign only from the quantum

defect, frequently used in atomic physics /48 j. By using (20)

we get the following from eq.(6):
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( /- О, £ - 1, С
о
 * 1.843). Harking by лЕ^ the shift of th.

level, yielded by the perturbation theory eq.(2), we obtain:

where uC,= 9Liin ̂  -fM-jL +
Cc
]

Due to CtC
 а
аЛ » 1 (эее Table 2) the coefficient d

i
 is

numerically large: ^ = 3 * 4 . Thus, perturbation theory in terms

of the scattering amplitude is valid in a rather narrow range*

It is determined by eq.(3) rather then by condition /Ct^l^d^

(The latter is realized in reality for all the lightest hadronic

atoma).In Fig.8 we give the results of calculations for scattering

length using the perturbation theory (eq.2) and exact equation

(6). Even for such a email shift as ^E^» 0.6 EeV ( < a ^ - 0.025)

the (possible) arror of eq.(2) achieves 10% for the f>f> - atom.

Sow we shall obtain an improved version of the perturbation

theory. Let's consider basic equation (1). Taking into conside-

ration that for small values of shifts У * £ /Д ->1, 2, ...

and "»^"e use of expansion (20), we get:

"

where C^ - are small coefficients:

, Го.0772, Л. » 1

] 0.0203. Л. - 2
((12 Л* Г

1
, Л —

neglecting ^?
rt
 in equation (22), w* obtain ti» fonnula ->f the

I
! improved perturbation theory:
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In particular, for 3 - states we have

Let's make acme remarks on these formulae.

1. As /£/« 1/
йв
 , the «uantities $*'**a*

 eBd
 $

a

C
3

are diaentioslese.

2. In the liait Q ^ — 0 formulae (23) and (2') are equivalent.

Го check this conclusion one has to expand eq. (24) in powers of

Ayfa and neglect the difference between 0^" and tf^.

Still for large values of the shift the formula of improved

perturbation theory (23} works with rather a high precision. We

design this statement by curves in ?ig.8, which refers to the

case of small absorbtion.

Bear in mind that the comparison between perturbation theory

(2) and the exact solution of eq.(6) for #
5
 has already been

carried out, see Pig.3 in Ref. [14a] and Pig,4.9 in Ref. (46j. As

it follows from Pig.8, the Improved perturbation theory formula

(23) is surely sore preferable than eq.(2).

3. Formulae (23)» (25) are valid not only for real values

of the scattering length, but also for the eoaplex ones (for

instance, this situation is realized in the S."p~ atom). In this

case the variable V determines the shift and width of the atomic

level. One should notice that this width is cousected with strong

abaerbtion only, atomic radiative transition has to be calculated

Independently.

In Pig.9 we give the level curves £{у)* const (see eq. (18)),

calculated by the exact eq.(D and with the improved perturbation

defined by eq.(23). According to (25), level curves of
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the function ^y^are circles , tangent to abscissa at points

У=Л . On the other hand, the exact curves £ (v) - const are

closed for t у Л only. Pig. 9 abama that the improved perturbation

theory (23)-(25) and the exact solution (2) conform to each other

in domains around the integer- V
s
 К only (in the complex V -

plaae).

The quantitative comparison of Deser et al. [3J formula

(2), equation (25) and the exact solutions is given in Table 7.

In this Table shifts and width of the atomic 1$ - level for

some characteristic values of scattering length <2_j are present-

ed.. The improved perturbation theory gives results very close to

exact ones in the wide region of (X^ . Shis region seems to be

considerably wider than the region, where Deser*a et al. formula

(2) and the exact solution coincide.

6. The exactly.solvable model for the rearrangement

of the atomic, spectrum

The analytical theory of the nuclear level shift of hadronic

atoms is based on the condition tj^CL . In this limit the

motion of atomic levels with the increasing of the coupling

constant being described by eqs.(1), (6), does not depend on the

details of the strong potential V »

It is interesting to examine up to what values of parameter

lytGL'these equations work. To understand this we shall consider

an exactly solvable model, a separable lamaguchi potential f+<

>•?

— (26)

' Sotice that in Pig.9 scales on an abcissa. and on an ordinate

are not the same.
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In the coordinate space this potential corresponds to a nonlocal

interaction with range «v jS*. to. this potential the bound state

is produced for О * Q
o
 • 1, with the wave function Kfit*

• $~.£гА* • Jfotice that is this potential there exists the

only bound state for an arbitrary large value of coupling constant

а . She knowledge of Y
c
 (t) allows us to calculate all the

pavaweters in eq.(6}:

An exact solution of Sehrodlager problem for the Coulceb (-i

plus Tsnaguehi potential (26} was given by Zachari f50]. She

discrete spectrum of this problem is determined by the following

equation:

where $ • 1
1
 X ~4~2£ <ш

* I ~ (P~^ Y

Satrgy £ in this equation is present not only in argument

? , but also in parameters fi % У ef hyperfeoowtric function

2^ * Oaat is why the analysis of eq.{28) seems to be rather

difficult .In numerical calculations it seems more suitable

to look for coupling о as a function of X . Tor this purpose

we transform eq.(2B) to the form fi4bj:

,f
Ъл partxeuLir, in Aaf .{50 7 erroneous etateaente wire given

«—•wring the auaLtr of bound states. Chese aistakes are

corrected in lef.[5i}.
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where

and <p ia the w»ll-known [52 ̂  special function:

n=
0
 (Ittd-V)

= 2*1
 i-B ».~< n/n-V)'

How we will give «i зшятагу of the results, obtained from eq,(29)

As it is seen in Pig. 10, with the increase of coupling Q the

5 - levels cone down monotonously. If inequality ?
6
 << Q..

takes place, the rearrangement of the atonic epectrun is rather

sharp - see the curres A * 10 and J5 « 10-̂  in Fig. 10.

One should not forget that in the case of the ACT - atom

^t^^.1.5 /jm.i.e. /3^-100. If the parameter ?
л
/а increases,

the width Ли of the restructuring region also increases and

the domain of the rearrangement effect spreads out.

How we shall discuss the accuracy of an approximate equa-

tion (6). lairing into consideration that for the Xamaguchi

potential [49] ,

а -•3
 f

and also eqa.(27), we have calculated the energy of il and 2$

levels with eq.(6). Zhe results are given in 7ie>11. Va conclude

that eq.(6), obtained under the condition of 1^ Q& , in fact

works up to *l^ "*-Ctm •
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7
T
 the restructuring of atomic spectrum

for different I and ?

She dependence of the rearrangement on the ̂ п^пляу moment £

aanlfests itself &o the following.

Uthout losing a fullness of consideration, we shall restrict

ourselves to potentials V^ of finite radius, t=to • Then

a* а
'

±
Т^Г

1 (30)

where к~[ъХр/хЛ
 i B ttte

 logarithmic derivative of the wave

function, CL, is the scattering length for a hard sphere of

radius % , ^

+£/£/-kj .She rearrangeaent happens for €з& — £ » when

In this case the scattering length is large in comparison with

&£ • On the other hand the dependence of £ on the strength

of Ц is aaooth in this region* «в shall illustrate the whole

picture by the azaaple of a restangular well (radius t
o
 , depth

V
o
 ). tor this ease

- / (3D

where Q**2m\£r*/£*' is dimentionleee coupling constant. At

the instant when the level Is produced, ̂ --t * Q » &£/ *

«here Д,/ la the Л - th positive root of the Beasel function

JaUig recurrent relations for Beasel functions, we get

k—t-h
l/xe+n
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Therefore the width of the rearrangement region is determined

by the following condition:
£ / 7

7uy U) (32)

If %«&
л
 , this region narrows rapidly with с increasing.

?or example, for the f>f> atom "^М^/эО and the region of

rearrangement for Ь-levels is 10^ tines narrower than for 5 -

levels.

It is interesting to note that the rearrangement phenomenon

takes place in the relatiYietic Coulomb »e problem, too (see Bef.

/53/) .While an electron moree In the field of

\ •

charge.

it ie necessary to study the Dirac equation Instead of Schrodin-

ger one and to cat the Coulomb's potential У
с
(

х
)=-Щг *t

t —• 0. She cutting in • l£/^arises naturally if one takes isto

account the finite nucleus sise, la the outer region, T> %^ ,

Dirac*s equation is solved exactly in terse of thittaker functions.

Hatching this solution at X =* *# to the internal wave function

yields an equation for the energy of the discreet spectre* (see

eq.(6) in Bef. [53J). If the condition Х
м
 «Г t/zn^C - 1

takes place , it is possible to transform this equation into

a more simple one:

=
 (33)

where A • С • /л * t, <5" - an electron . energy in Xbm

units /MtC
7 . ^ « V ^ 7 » 9={%e » *~*О+£) tor

the state» with •/' - /^1 /2 , ^ « i^r*?/137, 2 1» the nucleus

*' Per the neaxHtcranlum nuclei region fnc%/^ 0.02
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(34)

and £ is the logarithmic deriYatire of the upper component

of tbe Dlrac «are function at the point t=X^ . The dependence

of tbe spectrum on th» fora of the cutting in the Coulomb poten-

tial inside the nucleus cornea in eq.{33) throogh the Talue £

only.

Bote that the right part in equation (33) ie of the order

of a unity. Therefore tJje smallnese of the multiplier (2X t)

is to be compensated by a pole in the gaama-function Г(}-$£ /Л ) •

Taking Y'- ̂ s/y~~(H^-6)t /l
t
 = fl-£-J , we obtain an expression

for the energy £ =fy -/- (fyfcr+X+fifl ** •nere & generalises the

nonrelatiTistie equation (23). (Vox more details see Refo[5.ij).

In particular, for the ground state we have: Ц * 1, X «> -1,
it

(35)

In the nonrelatiTistic limit $-~ 0 this equation coinsides

with the fenwla O* AV-2.$Q.
%
 , , nhich follows

fro* (23). OB the contrary for £~1 the shift of the ground

«tat» calculated by equation (35) differs significantly from that

obtained by perturbation-theory formula. Foraulae of (35) type

were used in Hef.^54J to calculate the critical distance in

heavy ion collisions, the finite nucleus sia*being also taken

into oonslderatlon.

1» get from (35), that for ^ < 1 the shifts are usually

! small, tbe rearrangement region is situated near ! = - ) * • its

i width lnoswaaes with 2 :

)
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In the limit ?Ы~~1 power muJlnmmv of 4 ^ disappear** «ad

we get tlie logarithmic behaviour of 4$" . It happaas a

^ (In fn^), where {
c c

e
4t

e <
 *

 1#25 ±e
 ***"

 erltlcal

of the nucleus [55-57J. la this rather narrow interval of ^

the ground J 5. level downwards to a lower continuum. It is rep-

laced by the 25i/ state, and so on (see Pift.2 in H«f. [53j).

Supposing that not only /fZ« ̂ .,<^
<
 1» but alao a harder

condition Л~ tft Z~T » 1 la ralid, we would obtain ^he rear-

ran«ement phenomena, repeated several times with increasing ? .

In thJ.s case the whole picture cf levels motion can be devided

into rather wide intervals, where shifts are stall, and into

narroinarrow restructuring intervals й^-^ Л near the critical charges

For £ > ^ L level dives into a lower continuua .

The spectrum rearra&seaent seems to be a phenomenon of а

general physical character. ЗЭ» difference between the cases of

small 2 and / > 13? consist mainly in the magnitude of a small

parameter. This parameter determines the rearrangement width:

* nonrelativistic ease, A$

para

) *

in the relativietic problem. lith increasing 2 the region

at the rearrangettent spreads out. The result is in a qualitative

agreement with numerical calculations [55* б?., 63 ] of the

electron terms for superheavy atone and quaaimolecules.

i *' 15a» region £ > £ ^ i s of great interest for the qoaatum elect-
] rodyaamioe. She physical phenomena in this region (vacuum
i polarization rearrangement at the critical point» spontaneous

and induced positron oreation by Coulomb's field and In the
nuclei collisions with %^% ^ %ок. ) art considered In B*f«,
[58 - €3j.
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8. C o n c l u s i o n s

Che nuclear shifts of hadronic atoms seem to be sensitive to

the values of strong interaction amplitudes. In conclusion it is

worth discussing briefly the physical situation in some other

lightest hadronic atoms (a detailed review of experimental data

is given in fief.[65]).

The first information on the shift of >5 - level in the

Kb - atom is given in Refs. [i&, 66j. She shift appeared to be

small» hence it is possible to apply the perturbation-theory

equation (25). It gives:

-(о.1±о.15) - (0.0 ̂ o
8
^ ' aex-fie]

-(0.66*0.19) - (0.68*0.32)^ , Hef.[66] .

She theoretical value f6?} of a strong scattering length <2
5
 ,

calculated by an extrapolation of the KN - scattering data to

zero-energy is tt
s
 * 0.66-0.71 i (the values <2j and GL

C
^

are given in fm). An attempt to adjust these values was made in

Ref.[68J. Though the threshold and the Coulomb corrections to

&3 were found to be significant, Deloff and bow [68] could

adjust the theoretical value of ^ 5 and the experimental result

of Device et al. [18J, using the extreme value for Coulomb's

correction only. Xhe value of QL.. , obtained by Izicky et al.

/бб7> obviously cannot be adjusted in this way. This situation

probably points to the possible existence of a narrow resonance

in the region just above the К p threshold. If it exists, thia

, veeonance (or virtual state) would give a rapid variation of

i amplitude near the threshold, without changing the data of scat-

tering in the region t9~£0 VeV (these data were used in the

analysis /б?Ъ. Therefore new investigations in the К Р system
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near the threshold seem appear to be ofareet interest.

It is also worth considering a rather exotic £)"/> - system.

Its isospin takes the values 1 and 0. WE may observe that the

state with J = 0 is connected to /\/1- channel. In recent time

the Д А - syetem arose great interest because of the results of

the bag-model calculations. flamely these results pointed to a

possible existence of a bound state in the ЛА - system-dilambda

[&9j. As it is known, the weak decays in double A - hypernuclei

exclude dilamda's existence with binding £
лл
 ^> W MeV. never-

theless, it may exist, if £ n <. 10 MeV, or it manifests itself

as a resonance in А Л - system. The presence of a resonance of

this kind influences in principle the shift of the singlet /5

level of ^"p - atom *' (the mass difference Л «= /n (j£~t>) -

- т(лл)ж 26 MeV). Therefore the investigation of the spectrum

of the S~p - atom can give useful information to examine bag-

oodels forecasts.
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A P P S H D I X A

The calculation of the parameters in equation (6). If a

etrong potential Ц is local, the coefficients S^ , C,
 i n

eq.(b) are transformed to form with, the «rave function

only:

(A.2)

(A.3)

vihere ^

о

= J Ô t Vfa)j£i't) }<M Li" ~7*~Z7) J (A.5)
о ' о '

for V> 0, &'

eqe.(2.5)-(2.1O) in Ref. [14a]. Tlioee foxnmlae were obtained

in Bef, [12]. It*s worth noticing that we have transformed them

to a aimplier forra. In Ref. fi4«vj the coefficients £t , Cj «ere
also obtained for nonlocal potentials*
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In eq.(A.4) X
c
 is Coulomb's radius of a bound state, de-

fined by eq.(4). Pay attentions to the fact, that it is possible

to represent that formula in the following form:

о . • " X

It contains no limit transition and that is why it seems to be

•ore suitable for anaerlcml calculations.Her* B > 0 la aa arbitrary

parameter and t
c
does not depend on it.

Assuming

i / i\, 1 _ A _ . _, •

(A.8)

where О is a coupling constant r id V(x) specifies the form

of the potential, we have for E ж £ • 0:

°)0
Eq.(A.9) determines the value Q=Q0 ^t the instant, when the

3 - level appears. It should not escape your notice that for

z-0

otto)-A , 4lx)~Bt~t+0(*)
and for X — °°

The terms are marked by points, those come to zero like

All the integrals 2fK converge for ^ ^ ^ . The expression tfnder

the integral sign in (A.3) is small, if t—0, as well as for
r Z*s (where 1 - aM/att X —O). Therefore the integral ^ eeems

to be numerically small (e.,g. %/jo « 0.056 for YuJcawa'e poten-

tial, ^ * 0 for Hulten's potential etc.). Coefficient «^

depends little on the form of the potential, its value being

close to the unit (see Table 1 in Ref. fi4aj).

For example we shall consider the Hulthen potential, V(%) •
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. The first 5- level appears at 0-0 -ft
3
 ,

i-Q* . We get:

A -f fux (e*-

From this we have:

The /15 level appears at Я^/i fi • with

where

f H)f
L о

the representation (A.11) for the wave function «t the

instant of the outset of the ft5-level is valid for a rather

wide class of potentials, decreased exponentially at *--<*> .

In Ref.fl2J the coefficients flt
A
 are given for

(ckx) etc. Using (A.11), we obtain ?
3
 , t

c
 and £x in

anal tical form [12]. For example,
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Using these expressions we have calculated parameters ?. etc.

of the ft$ - level in Hulthen's potential. Radii ?$ and t
c

increase with tt , but the ratio t
c
/x$ depends little on П.

as well as the coefficient ££ , see ?ig.1O. Analogous calcula-

tions were done with the "realistic" ОВБ potential. In these cal-

culations the core radius and the core height were changed, u^aj

In conclusion we will stress, that the parameters of a strong

potential, entering into eq.(6), seem to be stable under the rea-

sonable variations of the strong potential Ц .

A P P E N D I X В

Let us change eq.(1) for £ * Q and represent it in the

form:

la this equation Coulomb*в term looks like a perturbation.

So for £ • 0 we get

• Ja _ 1&- + ... (в.2)

In the region /£/« Л« ?
5
~* equation (B.1) may be easily

solved by itera tions. Keeping in (B.1) term linear in £

only, taking into account the connection between <ZC^ and £5

£12] and putting ^ci = /^3 • we obtain equation (7), in

which the constant 1.2703 • С + tn.2 • One should notice, that

eq.(7) is valid for both signs of £ , i.e. for the attractive

as well as for the repulsive Coulomb's potential.

She accuracy of the approxiaate eq.(7) is characterised in

the following Table. We give the energy of the Q-Ъ level, calcu-

lated with eq.(7) as wall as with the exact eq.(6). In the oalcu-

lation the values of OL 5 were used, which correspond to both
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posaitle ralues of the 16 - level shift In the pp atom [&]

&E » 3.04 Кет and 2.10 Rev forE * 0 and 0.3 Kev«

8

7

7

3

С

8 .

.07-0

.38-0

.25-0

з.
.93-0

14

.97

.78

.72

95

.46

fm

i
i
/

г

%

1 .

n

2.

3.

1 .

n

23

24

34

23

'̂

0

1

1

0

c,itn

.74

•

.16

.54

.74

n

1 .

1

1

4

e q .

1 .

3C+0.

.43+0

.57+0

4 .

.17+1

-E ,
(7)

32

2 0 /

.25/

. 3 1 C

33

.oo i

MeV

exact value

1.31

1.28+0.22/

1.57+0.32/

2.21+0.77/

4.71

4.49+1.Ш

We see that eq. (7) has quite a satisfactory ezactiteas

however this accuracy decreases with the increase of ?j .



V

548.7
49.2

»
ГО

t

1

V

526.1
51.4

28.0

?
.
чо

i

W

•а

57.6

о

+2.58

•г-

323.5
83.5

17.8

чл

121.5
222.4

6.48

•

Atom

Reduced паев

MeV

Coulomb

energy

5; » KeV

Nearest

second

channel

Threshold

energy

4 , MeV

Observation

of the atom

Ref.

w
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T a b I e

The value of the parameters for the potential OBEP

s
1

0

и

1

2

1

2

1.23

2.24

1.43

3.34

i

0 .

1 .

0 .

1 .

74

16

79

54

t

4 .

з.

4.

3.

35

91

29

62

0

0

0

1

.77

.89

. 8 6

.06

1

1

1

1

Ct

.65

.97

.35

.57

llote: The values o, the radii ?$ ешЛ ^ ere

given in frn. Bohr's radius &_e~ 57•& fM«
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The oaloulatlon of the atomic S 5 and nuclear Q5 levels for system

5
1

0

1

0

1

0

n

1

1

2

2

1

1

Г3, fm

1.23

1.43

2.24

3.34

1.23

1.43

3.04
it

и

n

2.10

n

Atomic 33 - level

0.4218

0.4218

0.4219

0.4221

0.2817

0.2817

0.0462

0.0463

0.0463

0.0463

0.0432

0.0432

f.~«'& . HtV < tf5- level)

/ # - 0.3 KeV

-1.28-0.221

-1.33-0.23?

-1.57-0.32/

-2.21-0.77/'

-4.49-1.19«

-4.ЭЗ-1.441

/7J-O

-1.31

-1.35

-1.61

-2.49

-4.71

-5.24

Note: The nuolear shift dt
r t J

=^,

undistorted Coulomb*в level.

assumed Г. • 0.3 KeV.

.to)
, where c. — ~t

c
/2n the energy of the

making calculations for PS - level we
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The length of pp scattering received from the experimental value [в]
of the atomic "IS level

s
1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

n

1

1

2

2

-j

1

2

2

a£)j, KeV

3.04

n

n

n

2.10

и

П

II

с

4.

4.

4.

4.

2.

2.

2.

?.

692

693

695

697

877

877

878

879

, f m

- 0.

- 0.

- 0.

- 0.

- 0.

- 0.

- 0.

- 0.

336/

336/

336/

337^

253''

253/

253 г'

253 *

8.

6.

1.

1.

3.

3.

3.

3.

a

07

01

38

25

93

94

83

88

- 0,

- c,

- 0

- 0

- 0

- 0

- 0

- 0

fm

97 г

95/

78/

.72/

.46/

.46?

.42/

.41 (

ro

Note: In these oalculatioas we assumed: L. a 0.3 KeV, f,.
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№

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

The shift and

Spin

я

и

S - 0

Refs.

[29.29bJ

[35 |
[34]
[35 J

[37 j
(36]

[34].
(36j
[32]

[29,29b]

width

a

-3.0

-2.6

-2.4

-1.73

0.11

2.92

3.3

3.84

7.5

of the ground

- 1.8 i

- 1.9/

- 1.75/

- 1.96/

- 4.75/

- 1.79/

- 1.6/

- 1.50/

- 3.0/

-

- 1 .

- 1 .

- 0 .

0 .

2.

2.

2.

5.

- 0 .

l e v e l

8

5

4

95

28

15

4

77

2

89

Df 2

<*>)

- 1.

- 1 .

- 1 ,

- 1 .

- 3 .

- 1.

- 1.

- 1.

- 2.

- 0.

?.i

3/

2 /

3 1 /

17/

19/

1 /

oo i

0 /

05/

1,

- 1 .

- 1 .

0 .

0 .

1»

1 .

2 .

3.

-0«

at

Яс

7

4

3

79

71

76

9

16

7

83

om

- 1 .

- 1 .

- 1 .

- 1 .

- 2.

- 0.

- 0.

- 0.

- 1 .

- 0.

3*

3 /

2/

2 9 /

65/

84/

7 /

6 6 '

1 /

05/

A£^

- 1 . 9

- 1 . 5

- 1 . 4

-0.80

1.25

1.75

1.9

2,06

3o2

-0.95

n»
3.4

3.4

3.1

3.09

5.iJ6

1.43

1.2

1.05

1.3

0.13

Note» Th» valuee of the eoattering length ox* given in fm, the shifts and

wldthe of H-level in KeVc
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T a b l e 6

The dependence of the results of the calculations

from the model of the strong potential

Э.З - 1.6/

-3.0 - 1.8г

Calculation
variant

I

II

III

IV

I

II

III

IV

1

1

1

1

-1

-1

-1

-1

a
ci

.99 -

.92 -

.93 -

.94 -

.73 -

.68 -

.72 -

.76 -

<*<

0

0

0

0

1.

1,

1.

1.

.76 г

.73/

.72г

.71 i

.36,

.32/

39/

46 г

лЕ

1

1

1

1

-1

-1

-1

-2

,KeV

.93

.88

.88

.89

.98.

.91

.96

.00

1

1

1

1

3

3

3

3

.24

.21

.19

.17

.56

.43

.63

.82

Hote: . Variant I refers to th* r«etca«ul*r m i l with Vxm

radius XA • 3 f c The varians II - IV refer to

the Yukm»potential with 1^ = 3.0, 2.5 and 2.0 fm

accordingly.
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T a b l e 7

The influence of the effective radius

on the position of the saddle point S.

0.10

0.05

0

-0.05

-0.10

1.158 - 1.043<"

1.158 - 1.067'

1.148 - 1.093?

1.142 - 1Л 24 г

1.136 - 1.1611

о.ооз

0.004

0.005

0.005

0.005

0.9876

0.9392

0.9903

0.9924

0.9940

Note: Here V
t
 - the position of the saddle point

(see figure 4). The numerical values

refer to the point



The exactness of the perturbation theory

T a b l e

Atom

PP

Reference

[8}
и

/357

/37J

/34 J

/32}

8

3

- 1

0

2

5

.01

.94

.53

.28

. 4 1

.21

, fm

- 0.

- 0.

- 1.

- 3.

- 1 .

- 2.

95/

4 6 /

2 7 /

17/

0 7 /

00 i

6

3

- 1

0

2

5

AE

e q .

.95 -

.42 -

.66 -

.31 -

.62 -

.67 -

- '%

( 2 )

0 .

0 .

1

3

1

2

Q2i

4 0 '

. 3 8 '

.45<

.16'

.16/

3.

2.

- 1 .

1 .

1 .

3 .

, KeV

e q .

26 -

17 -

49 -

14 -

91 -

32 -

(25)

0.19 /

0.17/

1.72/

2.61 /

О.64/

0.77/

exact solution

3

2

- 1

1

1

3

.04

.10

• 53

.25

. 8 8

. 1 6

- 0.15''

- 0.15?

- 1.71/'

- 2.63/

- O.61/

- 0.641

a\



Fig. 1 2he dependence of the binding energy C
ffs
 and the

width /#5 of the quaainuclear 1ете1 from the effec

tire radius in eq.(D. The тейпе ЛЕ.
Л
 • 3.04 KeV.

Different ourree correspond to different values of /^

The width /^ are giren in K»V end indicated in the

right aide of the corresponding curve.



50 -2.0

*lg.2. The shifts of the ££ and 34 atoaio levels, in K*V, for A f / t »3.O4IeV.
fhe width, taken for calculation, are indicated near the curves. Ifcy atten-
tion to different scales on the ordinate axis for the Jt<J and 3d states.
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/ Lo

0.
1 -

ж
t.
1

/ I V ал У я

Fig.4. Level curves of У*П>(*/йс*(*>)) in the complex L> plane, у*Я" 7 #
^ » 1, C |̂ • 1. The values &П- (46.сi) ~ Л^* 2Х (£ -/) are indicated
near tbe curvea. Poles motion, marked Ъу arrows, correspond to a growth

VJ»

}
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-ж»

Fig. 6

О 10 30 SO

Curves Jm/j/42
Ci
(i/))=a»«tin the complex plane of

energy £ . Solid curves correspond to poles trajec-

tories on the physical sheet, dashed curves - to

trajectories on the unphysical sheet.



Fig. 7 The dependence of */(Xe on the coupling oonetant Q

in ease of a real potential.



VJ1

й\>

\

Mff.8. ЧЬл dependence of the Mattering l«n«tha Л ^ and (X^4 «n the shift of
%h» /4 atosic 1*т»1. The roaulta of axaot calculation are drawn by eo-
HA 11IM«. Th* daahad lip** oorr*«pood to p«rturbatlon theory (PT) and to
iapjroved perturbation theory (ПТ)» ••• eqa.(2) and (25).
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I»

i

1

i
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«a.

•Л*

-4

?ig.1O The rearrangement of the atomic apeсtrum in the exactly solvable model

(Coulomb plue Yamaguchi potentials). Notice, that 13



as

ftf.11. Th» гмиттвсамп* «f th* «toai* «ptetraa. A* » m t y*auXtar

with «4,(21), a n Axwm by M I U U U I . Th* r»maltn, *btalM4 witt «*•
«q.{6)f «г* йгош by «Mk«d Unt«. If«ar tk* «urr«* th* oorr**-
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0.9

ОМ

ОАО

О.Ъ5 1 L 1 I I i J

10 П

?ig.12 Values *СЛЪ and i± for the tli-etaXta In the

Hulthen potential.
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